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1
ALEXANDER CHUDAKOV

Dr Chekhov: a biographical essay
(29 January 1860±15 July 1904)

Chekhov was a ®rst-generation intellectual: his grandfather was a former

serf, his father a small shopkeeper. `There is peasant blood in me', he wrote

(Letters, vol. V, p. 283).1 But in the history of Russian culture, the name of

Chekhov has become synonymous with intelligence, good upbringing ± and

re®nement. How did these qualities come to be acquired by a provincial

boy who spent his crucial formative years up to the age of nineteen in a

small Russian town? Taganrog, Chekhov's birthplace, was typical of

Russian provincial towns of the time: taverns, little shops, `not a single sign

without a spelling mistake'; oil lamps, and wastelands thickly overgrown

with weeds. Chekhov's memories, of his `green' years growing up in

Taganrog, are full of references to puddles and unpaved streets.

Taganrog was also a southern port. The second ¯oor of the Chekhovs'

house where Anton spent his early secondary school years overlooked the

harbour crammed at the height of summer with steamers and sailing ships.

One could walk several miles along the shore and not see a single Russian

ship ± instead, there were vessels from Turkey, the Greek Archipelago, Italy,

Spain: the San Antonio; the Sophia, the Ogios Gerasimos, the Movludi

Bagri. They brought wine from Madeira and Asia Minor, lemons, oranges,

olive oil from Provence, and spices. Taganrog was the staging post for the

supply of provisions to the whole Azov region. By the time Chekhov was

born this trade had already passed its peak, but it remained extremely

active throughout his schooldays. The streets were ®lled with the babble of

foreign languages. Near the port was a street with coffee-shops, and when

the weather was ®ne the tables were packed with Turks, Greeks, French

and English. Pavel Yegorovich Chekhov's store was on the ground ¯oor of

a house, and for a time the ®rst ¯oor housed a casino. Nearby was the

London Hotel, with a female band to entertain the sailors in the evenings.

Taganrog was the Russian equivalent of the Mediterranean French ports.

Pavel Chekhov decided to give his elder sons a Greek education. There

were six children: ®ve boys and one girl, Maria Chekhova. Chekhov's
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younger brother, Michael, recalled: `At that time rich Greeks were the

cream of Taganrog society . . . and father was convinced his children

should follow the Greek example, and perhaps even complete their educa-

tion at Athens University.'2 So Anton and his brothers were sent to the

Greek school. Nothing came of this, though they spent one year studying

under the terrifying headmaster, Nikolai Vuchina.3 They spent the whole

summer bathing in the sea, swimming long distances. When Chekhov, by

then a well-known writer, was returning from Sakhalin via the Indian

Ocean, he amused himself by diving from the bow of the ship while it was

sailing at full speed, and catching a rope hanging from the stern. Once he

saw a shark in the company of pilot-®sh. This episode is described in his

story, `Gusev' (1890). The impressions of a winter sea with its terrible

storms are re¯ected in Chekhov's story `On Christmas Night' (1883).

Taganrog was a southern town, surrounded closely on all sides by the

Steppe. Anton and his brothers spent their summer holidays in the village

of Knyazhi with their grandfather, a steward on the estate of Countess

Platova. The village was forty miles from the town and the journey in a

bullock cart took more than a day. At night they camped out on the Steppe,

under the stars. After six years at grammar school, Anton spent a summer

on the estate of the parents of his private pupil, Petya Kravtsov. That

summer, the Taganrog student and `tutor' became a skilled shot and an

excellent horseman. Many years later, in 1898, Chekhov wrote: `I love the

Don Steppe. At one time it was like home to me and I knew every little

gully' (Letters, vol. VII, p. 322). The Steppe landscapes are described in his

earliest stories (`29th June' and `The Mistress' (1882)), and in his ®rst

major work, the story `The Steppe' (1888). From childhood experience of

the Steppe, nature became a part of his very being. During his trip to

Siberia in 1890, he took delight in studying nature at close quarters, and in

his letters he describes with rapture how for a whole month he watched the

sunrise from beginning to end. He was acutely aware of his bond with

nature; his moods reacted to the changes in the weather like a barometer.

The in¯uence that nature exerts on the human psyche is re¯ected in stories

such as `The Student' (1894) and `The Murder' (1895). So trees, ¯owers,

clouds, dogs and wolves feel and think like people, as demonstrated in

`Aga®a', `Rusty' (`Kashtanka'), `Patch' (`Beloloby', 1895) and `Terror'

(1892). They grieve, rejoice, worry and feel sad. Many Russian writers

have portrayed nature and animals. Perhaps the works of Sergei Aksakov

or Mikhail Prishvin4 will survive to become unique evidence of how our

planet used to be, and what amazing creatures lived on it. But for the

present, we are more concerned with the experience of Chekhov who wrote

not about the solitary life of man at one with nature and the birds of the

alexander chudakov
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air, but about the everyday encounters of modern civilised man pursuing an

urban existence, living in a ¯at or a suburban dacha. Both in his writing

and in his personal life, Chekhov offered us examples to follow in our

dealings with our fellow creatures.

The theatre in Taganrog was far from typical of the Russian provincial

stage. How many of the smaller theatres could be regularly visited by

touring Italian opera companies? Or by Sarasate,5 or Liszt's pupil, Laura

Carer. Tommaso Salvini sang the title role inOtello. The repertoire featured

operettas by SuppeÂ, Lehar, Lecocq and Offenbach. Perhaps these other

aspects of Taganrog served only to accentuate `the lethargy and boredom'

of day-to-day reality.

On 23 August 1868 Anton Chekhov entered the preparatory class of the

grammar school, where he was to study for the next eleven years (he

repeated the third and ®fth years). It was a classical grammar school and

special signi®cance was ascribed to the study of classical languages. At the

graduation examinations, Chekhov got top grades in German and Scrip-

ture. In his earlier years the young Anton was hindered by having to help

his father in the shop after school, working there until late at night. But if

the work at the shop ± under the sign `Tea, Coffee and Other Groceries' ±

did not help Chekhov make progress at school, it certainly helped him in

his creative writing. The shop sold a variety of goods, including oil, ®sh,

¯our, tobacco, buttons, coffee, knives, confectionery, candles, spades, shoe

polish, and herrings. It provided not only an education in objects, but it

also served as an animated lexicon. A shop in the provinces was a kind of

club where people went not only to buy things, but also to drink a glass of

vodka or wine. It was frequented by cooks, shop assistants, the wives of

of®cials, policemen, cab-drivers, ®shermen, teachers, school students, and

sailors. They all talked, so from his early childhood Anton listened to the

language of people of the most varied occupations. Later critics were to be

amazed by Chekhov's knowledge of nautical terms, the language of timber

merchants or of haberdashery assistants.

From early childhood Chekhov was kept busy with domestic chores: he

shopped, cleaned the ¯at, fetched water from the well and even did the

laundry. Household duties are exhausting in their monotony, in the mean-

ingless repetition day after day of the same tasks, and such duties are

especially burdensome for a young person. And not only for a young person

± Chekhov would show later in his writing how anyone who lives only in the

material world and lacks the ability to resist it becomes completely sti¯ed by

the everyday, and then the spiritual gives way completely to the material. In

describing this situation, Chekhov understood this not merely as a detached

observer but knew it from personal experience.
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No less forcibly, Chekhov was exposed from early childhood to the full

force of the Church Slavonic language through compulsory church atten-

dance, singing in the church choir, religious rituals at home and studying

the Bible. But all this `brought A. P. into contact with the beautiful ancient

language of Church Slavonic, never allowing him to forget it, as happened

with the great majority of Russian intellectuals, and nurturing in him an

acute feeling for the simple vernacular tongue'.6 Thus this childhood,

divided by the airless store and the open sea, the corridors of the grammar

school and the endless Steppe, between the narrow milieu of the petty

clerks and the free and easy natural life of the country people, offered a

vivid contrast between nature and the material world which promised to

foster an artist with a most unconventional aesthetic perception of life.

Chekhov's father went bankrupt and was facing prison, so he and the

family moved to Moscow. Anton spent the period from 1876 to 1879 alone

in Taganrog, making a living as a tutor whilst managing to send money to

his parents. It was a time of solitude during which his character took shape.

In 1879, he joined the Faculty of Medicine at Moscow University, where

his lecturers were such eminent medical scientists as Grigory Zakharyin,

Aleksei Ostroumov and Nikolai Sklifasovsky. Early on, he became ac-

quainted with the theories of Charles Darwin, which he continued to study

after graduating: `I'm reading Darwin. What a treat! I simply adore him'

(Letters, vol. I, p. 213). Studying the natural sciences `exerted a colossal

in¯uence on the whole framework of his thinking. For him, the truths of

the natural sciences radiated a poetic light and it was such truths as these,

rather than socio-political doctrines, which shaped his fundamental percep-

tion of life as it is, and as it should be, and of man's place.'7 This is

con®rmed by Chekhov, who in 1899, wrote in his autobiography: `There is

no doubt that my study of medicine strongly affected my work in literature'

(Works, vol. xvi, p. 271).

Even as a ®rst-year student, Chekhov was already contributing short

stories to comic magazines (his ®rst story appeared in The Dragon¯y in

1880, but his main publisher was the magazine Fragments). It was not

untypical for writers to start their careers in popular publications: this was

true of Nikolai Nekrasov, Leonid Andreyev, Mark Twain and Ernest

Hemingway, to name but a few. But none of them published as many comic

stories, sketches, spoof advertisements, scenes or anecdotes as did

Chekhov. It is widely believed that this involvement with comic magazines

distracted Chekhov from serious literary work. But it was not as simple as

that. Comic magazines offered freedom of form: there were only two

requirements ± humour and conciseness. Nothing else, whether plot,

composition, technique or style, was bound by any literary rules. None of
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these publications belonged to any `established' literary school or style. The

small press was by its very nature eclectic. Authors were free to write in any

manner, invent new techniques, modify the old conventions and experiment

with new forms.

Chekhov realised this very early on. Like any great talent, he knew how

to turn any circumstances to his own advantage. He was forever experi-

menting with new styles, assuming new noms de plumes, exploring ever

changing areas of life. If one looks at stories he wrote in the ®rst ®ve years

of his career, it is dif®cult to discover a social stratum, profession or trade

that is not represented amongst his characters. There are peasants and

landowners, shop assistants and merchants, sextons and priests, policemen

and tramps, detectives and thieves, schoolteachers and students, medical

orderlies and doctors, civil servants of all ranks, soldiers and generals,

coquettes and princesses, reporters and writers, conductors and singers,

actors, prompters, impresarios, artists, cashiers, bankers, lawyers, hunters,

tavern-keepers, street-cleaners. From the beginning, Chekhov was an

innovator who limited himself to no one area of subject matter, a writer of

universal social and stylistic range. Yet for the reader there exist two

Chekhovs side by side: the one who wrote `Fat and Thin' (1883), `A

Chameleon' (1884), `A Horse's Name' (1885), `The Complaints Book'; and

the other famous for `A Dreary Story' (1889), `The Artist's Story' (Che-

khov's title is `The House with the Mezzanine' (1896)), and `A Lady with a

Little Dog' (1899). What could these `two' authors possibly have in

common? Certainly that was his contemporaries' view. In 1897, the

prominent critic Nikolai Mikhailovsky wrote: `It is dif®cult to see anything

in common between `Peasants' (1897) and `Ivanov' (1887±89), between

`The Steppe', `Ward Number 6' (1892), `The Black Monk' (1894), and

vaudevilles like The Bear (1888), or the numerous comic stories.'8 But in

reality they are closely linked: Chekhov's `humorous' past had a signi®cant

bearing on the evolution of his innovative creative thought. His early works

contain the ®rst sketches, the silhouettes, of his future acclaimed characters:

Bugrov in `A Living Chattel' (1882) foreshadows Lopakhin in The Cherry

Orchard (1904), while other characters pre®gure those in the later works,

such as Toporkov in `Belated Blossom' (1882), `Ionytch' (1898) (Hingley's

title is `Doctor Startsev'); the lathe operator Petrov in `Sorrow' (1885) ± and

the cof®n-maker Yakov in `Rothschild's Violin' (1894), and many others.

Many of the artistic principles, explored by Chekhov in his ®rst ®ve years

as a writer, remained constant for the rest of his career. There were

preliminary expositions of the situation, no excursions into the characters'

past, or similar introductions to the narrative ± it always began instantly. It

is the characters who create the action, and there is no explanation or, more
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accurately, exposition, as to the causes of these actions. As Chekhov wrote:

`Characters must be introduced in the middle of a conversation so that the

reader has the impression they have been talking for some time' (Works,

vol. IV, p. 359). The avoidance of extended authorial comment, as well as

the famous Chekhovian evocation of landscape, are also traceable to his

early work. Equally, many of the distinctive features of his dramatic works

have the same `humorous' genealogy, such as random or meaningless

remarks through mutual misunderstandings, and so on. Thus, it is not a

character's biography or some universal `problem' that furnishes the basis

of a comic story, but invariably some quite speci®c everyday disagreement

or situation. For example, a character ®nds himself in the wrong place (the

hen-house instead of the dacha), or is mistaken for somebody else (a

swindler is taken for a doctor). Such mishaps occur all the time in everyday

life and a comic story cannot exist in isolation from them. No matter how

profound or sharply satirical the content may be (in, for example, `Fat and

Thin', `The Death of a Clerk' (1883), `A Chameleon' (1884), his comic

stories are always developed out of an entirely concrete situation.

In his late prose, Chekhov focussed on more complex socio-psychological

problems, but again they were never made explicit or central to the plot.

The plot never revolved around such a problem, as is the case with

Dostoyevsky. Or around a character's life-story as in Turgenev or Gonch-

arov. As with the earlier works, the basis of the narrative is always

furnished by some particular circumstances of everyday life. It could even

be said that every problem is resolved against a particular background

drawn from everyday life. But that is not quite accurate: everyday life is not

the background, the backdrop to the scene; it lies at the very heart of the

plot, is interwoven with it. The hero of a comic story is steeped in the

material world. He cannot exist or be presented outside this world. In

Chekhov's stories he is depicted in a bathhouse, a hospital, a railway

carriage, a horse-drawn tram. He is depicted while ®shing ± or retrieving

orange peel from a decanter.

Circumstantial detail permeates Chekhov's late prose as much as it does

his comic stories. Characters meditate and philosophise while bathing,

riding in a carriage or doing the rounds at a clinic, breaking off to deal with

some mundane tri¯e or other.

Every character in the comic stories, whether a clerk, telegraphist,

reporter, actor with a provincial company, or guest in some cheap hotel,

invariably has some problem to deal with: how to get to a dacha, how to

get to sleep when the next-door or upstairs neighbours are playing the

piano or wailing about how to retrieve their own new boots in return for

the worn-out ones that they took by mistake. Perhaps such characters help

alexander chudakov
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to reveal the tight bonds between people and the objects that surround

them and so lead Chekhov to the conclusion that everyone is bound by his

or her material environment and can never break free from it, and that this

is the only way to portray people. Chekhov's comic sketches always take

some fragment of life, with no beginning or end, and simply offer it for

inspection. And don't his later works follow the same pattern, beginning `in

the middle' and ending `with nothing'? The new artistic world that

Chekhov created, the world of `The Duel' (1891), `The House with a

Mezzanine', `The Bishop' (1902), gives no indication of its humorous

antecedents, but even so, the debt is considerable.

In Moscow the Chekhovs lived in poverty (sometimes with all six adults

and children crammed into one room). For the summers they went to

Voskresensk, outside Moscow (now called Istra), where Chekhov's brother

Ivan was principal of a school and had a ¯at. For three summers

(1885±87), Chekhov and the family stayed in the village of Babkino, not

far from Voskresensk, where Chekhov worked in the local clinic. His

impressions of life and nature in the countryside around Moscow are

re¯ected in many of his short stories, such as `The Conspirator', `A Dead

Body' (1885), `Children' (1889), or `The Kiss' (1887).

February 1886 was a landmark in Chekhov's literary career: his work

began to be published in one of the most prestigious and popular Russian

newspapers, Novoye vremya (New Time). The offer, unrestricted by

volume and terms, came from the owner and managing editor, Alexey

Suvorin. Within two months Novoye vremya had published `Of®ce for the

Dead', `The Enemies' (1887), `Aga®a', `A Nightmare' (1886), `Easter Eve'

(1886) ± all ranked amongst Chekhov's best short stories.9 `The ®ve short

stories, published in Novoye vremya caused a commotion in St. Petersburg'

(Works, vol. I, p. 242). The eminent writer Dimitri Grigorovich wrote to

congratulate him. There were material bene®ts too: the money for the ®rst

story from Novoye vremya was more money than he could earn in a month

from the journal Fragments. 1886 was the year of Chekhov's greatest

productivity: he wrote more than a hundred works, and his ®rst collection,

entitled Motley Tales, appeared in print. Prior to this, he had only one

small collection of six stories published in 1884, which appeared under a

pseudonym.10 Then in 1887 Chekhov wrote his ®rst play, Ivanov.

Chekhov's collaboration with Novoye vremya continued through the late

1880s to the early 1890s, strengthening his friendship with Suvorin,11

whose aesthetic views he valued very highly. For his part, Suvorin loved

Chekhov and always helped him in hard times. The 337 surviving letters

Chekhov wrote to Suvorin over the period 1886±1903 are the most

fascinating of all his epistolary writings. In 1891 and 1894 they travelled

9
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abroad together. Suvorin published the ®rst short story collection, At Dusk

(1887), and it was partly due to Suvorin's enthusiastic backing that the

book was awarded the Pushkin Prize. It was also Suvorin who published

Short Stories (1888), Gloomy People (1890), Motley Tales (1891) and

Plays (1897), all of which were then reprinted several times. A rift in their

relations occurred after the Dreyfus Case, on which Suvorin's paper took

an extreme nationalist stand.12

The late 1880s and early 1890s saw a blossoming of Chekhov's talent.

New collections of his stories appeared, and he was awarded the Pushkin

Prize, as noted above. His vaudevilles The Bear (1888) and The Proposal

(1888±9) were staged by both professional and amateur companies in, for

example, Kazan, Kaluga, Kostroma, Novocherkassk, Simbirsk, Revel,

Ti¯is, Tomsk, Tula, Yaroslav. Chekhov's fame grew, and his ®rst major

story, `The Steppe', was reviewed in dozens of papers across the country.

At the very height of his success as a short-story writer and dramatist,

Chekhov made his journey to Sakhalin ± `it was a place of the most

unbearable suffering that could ever befall a man, whether captive or free'

(Works, vol. IV, p. 32).13 For a time, Chekhov was spared the necessity of

working on the verge of the impossible, such as completing, while sitting

his medical exams, a hundred stories a year ± a task he had set for himself.

By `reading, looking around and listening, there is much to learn and to

discover . . . Besides, I believe this trip, six months of uninterrupted

physical and intellectual labour, is absolutely necessary for me, because my

Ukrainian laziness has started to show of late. It's high time for me to get

back into training' (Works, vol. IV, p. 31). This `training' continued

throughout his life, and is the outstanding characteristic of this most

accomplished self-taught writer.

The trip to Sakhalin was beset with the most enormous dif®culties.

Chekhov had to travel right across Siberia, including 4,000 kilometres in

horse-drawn vehicles. Within three months of his arrival, working on his

own, Chekhov had made a complete census of the Sakhalin population,

®lling in over 8,000 reference cards. He spoke literally to each one, in their

homes or in their prison cells. In 1895 his book, The Island of Sakhalin,

was published. Impressions of the trip were also incorporated in stories

such as `Gusev' (1890), `Peasant Women' (1891), `In Exile' (1894) and

`Murder' (1895). After Sakhalin, Chekhov began to write such philoso-

phical stories as `Duel' (1891) and `Ward No.6' (1892), questioning the

meaning of life, death and immortality. Throughout his life Chekhov

engaged in matters that were not directly related to literature: he organised

relief for the famine-stricken provinces, practised as a doctor and built

schools. These activities increased notably after March 1892 when he

alexander chudakov
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bought the Melikhovo estate, not far from Moscow. In 1892 and 1893 he

ran a free medical centre on the estate in response to a cholera epidemic.

Where previously his medical practice had been occasional, now he treated

more than 1,500 patients in two years. Thus he extended the range of his

experience.

Living in the country, Chekhov not only practised medicine, but also

personally ®nanced the construction of three schools in the neighbourhood

and served as a member of the examination board. He also participated in

all local affairs, making no distinction between major or minor issues,

whether ®ghting the cholera epidemic, digging wells, building roads ± or

opening a post of®ce at the railway station. `It would be great if each of us

left behind a school, a well or something of that kind so that one's life

wouldn't vanish into eternity without trace' (Works, vol. XVII, p. 70). His

impressions of Melikhovo are re¯ected in such major works as `Peasants'

(1897), `In the Cart' (1897), `New Villa' (1899) and `In the Ravine' (1900).

Chekhov entertained many guests at Melikhovo: the famous artist Isaak

Levitan, the actor Pavel Svobodin; the writers Ignatiy Potapenko, Ivan

Leontiev-Shcheglov and Vladimir Nemirovich-Danchenko (shortly to co-

found the Moscow Art Theatre), and Alexey Suvorin. Among the guests

there were always young ladies.

By nature Chekhov was very reticent, and so little is known about his

relations with women. He had his ®rst sexual experience at the age of

fourteen with a Greek woman, and his affair with an Indian girl in Ceylon

is known only because he wrote about it in one of his letters. His

complicated relationship with Yevdokia Efros lasted for a year-and-a-half.

Chekhov even referred to her as his ®anceÂe and the episode is re¯ected in

the relationship between Ivanov and Sarah in Ivanov. No less complicated

an affair was the one Chekhov had with `beautiful Lika', Lidia Mizinova, a

friend of his sister, Maria Chekhova, and later of the whole Chekhov

family (echoes of this affair are found in The Seagull). His affair with the

actress Lydia Yavorskaya was turbulent, but brief. During Chekhov's trips

from Melikhovo to Moscow he was often seen in the company of ladies

from Moscow's `bohemian' artistic circles.

Once Chekhov was established as a serious writer the main criticism

levelled at him was his lack of a central idea, a clear-cut outlook, a unifying

theme. This criticism was best expressed by Mikhailovsky, who wrote in

1890: `Chekhov treats everything equally: a man and his shadow, a bluebell

and a suicide . . . Here oxen are being driven and there the post is being

delivered . . . here a man is strangled and there people are drinking

champagne.'14

Beginning with the story, `The Steppe', almost all of Chekhov's works
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were criticised for their lack of a clear-cut structure; for their excess of

incidental and irrelevant detail that impeded the ¯ow of the narrative. For

many years, he continued to be criticised for his random sequence of

episodes which made it impossible `to grasp the overall picture'. Critics

called into question his narrative patterns in the short stories, the absence

of extended introductions, of de®nite conclusions, of the elaborately

detailed pre-histories for his characters, or clear-cut motives for their

actions. Particularly annoying was the total absence of an authorial view.

Thus Chekhov's innovative descriptive style was considered a violation of

traditional canons of ®ction writing, and parallels were drawn between him

and new European artists such as the Impressionists. But in general, from

the early 1890s, both critics and readers began increasingly to single out

Chekhov from the majority of his literary contemporaries. Only Vsevolod

Garshin and Vladimir Korolenko and, amongst younger writers, Maxim

Gorky, were ranked with him. More and more, critics ranked Chekhov on

a level with the Russian classical writers ± Nikolai Gogol, Ivan Turgenev

and Lev Tolstoy.

Recognition of Chekhov's drama was equally belated. The Seagull,

premieÁred on 17 October 1896 at the Alexandrinsky Theatre in St Peters-

burg, was a ¯op. The author was deeply upset by its failure and that night

said to Suvorin: `Even if I live for another 700 years, I'll still not offer a

single play to the theatre . . . I'm a failure in this sphere.'15 But the reason

for its failure was Chekhov's innovative dramatic technique, which was not

understood until 1898 when the `theatre of the new century', the Moscow

Art Theatre, staged its hugely successful productions of The Seagull, and

subsequently all Chekhov's other plays.16

Following the MAT productions, Chekhov's fame entered a new phase.

His plays were produced across the Russian Empire. Each successive new

work was a literary and theatrical event. From 1899 onwards, articles and

reviews of his works appeared in the Russian press almost every day (up to

300 articles a year). Books devoted to Chekhov began to be published both

in Russia and abroad (about ten such books were published in Chekhov's

lifetime). How did he react to his fame? He objected to the clamour and to

the incessant demands that were made of him, but in private he had high

self-esteem, he knew his worth and was fully aware of his position in

Russian literature.

From 1897, Chekhov's health deteriorated rapidly as tuberculosis began

to take hold. As a doctor, Chekhov knew that his way of life had to change,

but he persisted in working himself into the ground. His doctors recom-

mended that he move to Yalta, so he sold the Melikhovo estate and went to

the Crimea, where he spent the last ®ve years of his life. In those times he
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wrote such masterpieces as `A Lady with a Little Dog', `In the Ravine',

Three Sisters (1900±1), `The Bishop' (1902) and The Cherry Orchard

(1903±4). But Chekhov did not like Yalta with its palm-trees and idle

tourists. He loved the countryside of Central Russia, and he loved Moscow.

Nevertheless, he bought a plot of land and built a lovely house. But the

house had one serious defect, particularly for a sick man: in winter it was

cold. The winter climate in Yalta is bad, with frequent cold winds.

Chekhov had always felt an af®nity with nature, a dependence on it with

the seasons of the year marking important phases in his life. Rain, snow,

any change in the weather was as equal in importance to him as his literary

or public affairs. In his letters references to work are regularly interrupted

by such observations as: `it has started to snow' or, as he wrote to both his

wife and his sister in Autumn 1902: `big news ± it rained at night'. (Letters,

vol. XI, p. 41).

There was another reason why Chekhov disliked Yalta, and, indeed, why

it seemed like a prison to him: he had become involved with the MAT

actress, Olga Knipper, and in 1901 he married her. Knipper stayed in

Moscow, performing at the MAT, while Chekhov could not visit there as

often as he wished: `It is neither my fault nor yours that we are separated,

but the demons who planted the bacillus in me and the love of art in you'

(Works, vol. IX, p. 124). Nevertheless, he missed her dreadfully and his

letters are full of complaints and requests for her to come, which were

echoed by his friends and acquaintances. Thus, the director and writer

Leopold Sulerzhitsky wrote to Knipper: `Anton Pavlovich needs you. He is

suffocating within his four walls. You mustn't forget that he not only

belongs to you, but he is also a great writer and you should come and visit

him, for you are the one person who can cheer him up and help restore his

health which is vital for everybody, for Russian literature, for Russia.'17

In Yalta Chekhov missed the literary milieu and his friends, although old

and new acquaintances helped to relieve his isolation: writers such as Ivan

Bunin, Maxim Gorky, Alexander Kuprin and Nikolai Teleshev; the opera

singer Fyodor Chaliapin and the composer Sergei Rakhmaninov. In April

1900, the MAT made a special visit to Yalta to perform Chekhov's plays

for him.

In spite of worsening health, Chekhov still engaged in public and

charitable activities in Yalta, giving money to build schools and clinics, and

writing an appeal for help for tubercular patients which was reprinted

in many papers and magazines across Russia. In 1902 Chekhov and

Korolenko gave up the title of Honorary Academician in protest at the Tsar's

decision to reject the election of Gorky to the Academy, as inadmissable

on political grounds.
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On the occasion of the premieÁre of Chekhov's last play, The Cherry

Orchard in January 1904, Moscow honoured its much-loved writer, but by

that time he was so ill he could barely stand. The celebration seemed more

like a farewell. By the summer Chekhov's health was even worse and he

and his wife went to the spa of Badenweiler in Germany for the cure. He

died there on 15 July. Right to the end, he remained courageously

composed.

In enumerating Chekhov's achievements throughout his life, one might

take him for a public ®gure. He practised medicine; organised aid for

famine-stricken provinces; ran a medical station during the cholera epi-

demic; built schools and hospitals; donated to public libraries; made public

appeals for aid, and personally helped hundreds of people in need and

misfortune. He wrote articles on social and political subjects, and a book

about the prison island of Sakhalin, to which he had undertaken an

arduous journey right across Siberia. All of this was done by a man who

was always plagued by ill-health. And at the same time he was engaged

constantly in the most titanic literary labour, writing a new page in the

artistic history of the world.

NOTES

Titles of the stories are generally from Ronald Hingley's The Oxford Chekhov
or Ronald Wilks' Penguin editions in four volumes, to enable non-Russian
speaking readers to ®nd many of the stories in English. See Appendix I.

1 Unless otherwise speci®ed, the references to Works and Letters are from N. F.
Belchikov and others, eds., Anton Chekhov, Polnoe sobranie sochinenii i pisem
v 30i tomakh, Moscow, 1974±83 (Anton Chekhov, Collected Works and
Letters in 30 Volumes, Moscow, 1974±83).

2 M. P. Chekhov, Around Chekhov, inMemoirs, Moscow, 1981, p. 32.
3 Nikolai Vuchina, the eccentric headmaster of the Greek school, who seems to

have taught largely through torture (such as a form of cruci®xion, lashing boys
to the window shutters), unlike more usual pedagogues. Certainly Anton and
his elder brother Nicholas left after a year without learning any Greek, except
for a few swear words.

4 Sergei Aksakov (1791±1859), member of the dynasty of a famous Slavophile
Russian family. He came to writing late in life, and was renowned for the
unique work Notes on Fishing (1847), and Notes of a Hunter of Orenburg
Province (1852), both remarkable for their systematic description of every
detail. He was also the author of the `®ctional' Family Chronicle (1856), based
on his own despotic landowning family.
Mikhail Prishvin (1873±1954), prose writer, whose stories are like Aksakov's

in their mix of science and poetry in describing nature. His works have been
called `verbal landscapes' and record meticulously the change of seasons,
climate, and effect of time on nature, and the animals of Northern Russia.
Courageously Prishvin used Peter the Great's order to carry overland his great
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¯eet from the White Sea to the Baltic as a metaphor for Stalin's use of forced
labour in building the Baltic±White Sea Canal in 1933. The human cost can
never really be known.
Alexander Chudakov's point here relates to descriptions of nature which even

now is changing and in some cases disappearing.
5 Pablo de Sarasate (y Navascuez), 1844±1908.
6 A. Ismailov, Chekhov: 1860±1904. Life, Persona, Work, Moscow, 1916, p. 62.
7 G. A. Byaly, Late 19th Century Russian Realism, Leningrad, 1973, p. 159.
8 N. Mikhailovsky, `Literature and Life', Russkoe bogatstvo 6, 1897, p. 121.
9 For the original Russian titles of these and the other stories mentioned in this

chapter, see the list of variations of English titles from the Russian (Appendix 1).
10 Chekhov's pen-names or pseudonyms ranged from `My brother's brother' to

`A. Chekhonte' and other comic names.
11 Alexey Sergeyevich Suvorin, wealthy owner and publisher of Noveye vremya

(New Time), and Chekhov's ®rst real publisher, who also became a friend for
many years. Their friendship survived Chekhov's move to the more progressive
Russkaya mysl (Russian Thought), edited by Vukol Lavrov, and even survived
their vehemently opposed views over the Dreyfus Affair. They disagreed also
over the row created by the rejection of Gorky, on the orders of the Tsar, as a
proposed Honorary Academician when the Academy refused him membership
on political grounds ± and both Chekhov and Korolenko resigned in protest.
Suvorin took a characteristically reactionary approach to both these and other
major political events and issues. Many of Chekhov's most important letters
were written to Suvorin, for whom he felt personal loyalty even when politically
opposed. Suvorin died in 1912.

12 The Dreyfus Case, in which Dreyfus, an innocent French Jewish army of®cer,
was accused of treason, and the trial became a cause ceÂleÁbre throughout
Europe. Dreyfus was found guilty, sentenced to exile and penal servitude on
Devil's Island, and would have died had it not been for the public support of
Emile Zola, who accused the French army and government of anti-Semitism.
Reactions to the case were sharply divided across Europe between the reaction-
aries who assumed Dreyfus' guilt, and the progressives who insisted on his
innocence.

13 The island of Sakhalin was a Russian prison-island, near the coast of Japan,
comparable in function and purpose to the French Devil's Island, to which
Dreyfus was sent, and ± more recently ± South Africa's Robbin Island where
Nelson Mandela and other political prisoners were held. Chekhov's journey,
made at great personal risk given the subsequent effect on his health, produced
a book which did in¯uence and achieve some penal reform. The book, titled in
the English edition, The Island, A Journey to Sakhalin, trans. Luba and Michael
Terpak, London, 1987, appeared in Russian, German, French, but in English
only in 1987. The edition above has an introduction by the major Russian poet,
Irena Ratushinskaya, who puts the work in its humanist, pragmatic, but none-
theless historically limited, perspective. At the present time, the island of
Sakhalin and other islands in that area are still a source of territorial dispute
between Japan and what is now the recently formed and named Russian
Federation.

14 Literary Critique, Moscow, 1957, p. 606.
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15 M. Krichevsky, ed. and foreword, A. S. Suvorin's Diary, Moscow±Petrograd,
1923, p. 125.

16 See chapters 3 and 14 in this volume for detailed accounts of these productions.
For an account of the negative aspects of Chekhov's plays in production at the
MAT, see chapter 5, `Stanislavsky and Chekhov', in Edward Braun, The
Director and the Stage, London, 1982, pp. 59±76; and chapter 3, `Moscow
Nights', in Laurence Senelick, The Chekhov Theatre ± A Century of the Plays in
Performance, Cambridge, 1997.

17 Olga Leonardovna Knipper-Chekhova, Correspondence: 1896±1959 (Part 2),
Moscow, 1972, pp. 30±1.
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